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ACM MUJAHID ANWAR KHAN VISITS HIS ALMA MATER
On 13 September, 2019, Air Chief Marshal Mujahid Anwar Khan, NI (M), Chief of the Air Staff, paid a
visit to the College to address the young Sargodhians. Base Commander PAF Base Mushaf, Air Cdre Ali
Naeem Zahoor, SBt, was also present on the
occasion.
ACM Mujahid Anwar Khan quoted
numerous incidents to make the young
Sargodhians mindful of their great future
responsibilities. Talking on 'Leadership
Qualities', he said that academic excellence
along with sound character building is true
education. Character defines destiny, and
the future leaders must acquire the traits of
integrity, dedication and excellence for sound
character building. He also emphasized
upon the significance of physical fitness,
situational awareness, and communication
skills. He reminisced about his own times at
ACM Mujahid Anwar Khan addressing Sargodhians
the College and attributed his achievements
in life to the alma mater. In a very friendly and compassionate manner, the ACM responded to a volley of
questions from his inquisitive young listeners. He was presented the College Crest by AVM Qasim Masood
Khan (Retd), Principal, at the end of the session.

RE-UNION OF 78th GD (P) COURSE
78th GD (P) Course Sargodhians visited their alma mater on 6 October, 2019 to have a Re-Union.
Air Marshal Aasim Zaheer, HI (M), TBt, Vice Chief
of the Air Staﬀ, (College Pak No. 7978108-Mn)
also joined his Course on the occasion. A
welcome ceremony was held in Rehman
Auditorium at their arrival. After the welcome note
by Hamid Nawaz (3604-Ad), Head Boy, the
guests paid a tribute to their teachers by
presenting pictorial documentaries on their lives
and services to the College.
AVM Qasim Masood Khan (R), Principal,
presented College Colour to AM Aasim Zaheer,
College Colour and Certiﬁcate of Merit to the
daughter of Mohsin Ali (Pak No.797892-Mn), and Air Marshal Aasim Zaheer giving a memento on behalf of his Course
Certiﬁcate of Merit to the brother of Syed Furqan
Ali (Pak No. 797824-S) as a token of remembrance of the good times when these prizes were actually
awarded.
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The old Sargodhians visited History Room, Progress Section, BS Library, Odeon Block and their
respective Houses. They attended a Wreath Laying Ceremony at the Heroes' Monument. Later, the young
at heart Course, wearing berets, had fun performing drill at the Parade Square.

78th GD (P) Course in front of College Admin Block

19TH ENTRY GOLDEN JUBILEE REUNION
This year, 19th Entry visited the College on
19 October, 2019 to celebrate their golden jubilee.
They were warmly received at their arrival. There
was much to take them down the memory lane as
they visited their Houses and different places at
the campus. They also visited the Odeon Block.
They proceeded to Rehman Auditorium for the
formal function after dinner. The representatives
of different Squadrons expressed their views on
behalf of their Squadron Entry. Wg Cdr Mujahid
Jaffri (Retd) talked on behalf of the whole Entry. At
the end, Air Marshal Waseem-ud-Din (Retd) also
expressed his views and shared his feelings
Principal being given a Memento by 19
reminiscing about the bygone days. Later, there
was a musical night for the guests. They left the next day after breakfast.

th
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19th Entry with their families in front of Rehman Auditorium

Entry Sargodhians

PRINCIPAL'S WELCOME ADDRESS
Air Vice Marshal Qasim Masood Khan (R), Principal, addressed the pre-cadets on the morning of
19 August, 2019, the ﬁrst day after the long and
refreshing summer vacation. The Principal
appreciated and congratulated the 49th Entry on
producing an enviable class average of 94.9% in
Matriculation Board Exam with two positions. He
advised them and all others to keep striving for
the academic excellence. He asked all to gear up
for the busiest term of the year, and work hard
with consistency. He also reminded the young
Sargodhians of the signiﬁcance of the core
values of integrity, truthfulness and dedication in
life. He signed oﬀ with wishing luck to all for the
Principal addressing Sargodhians
upcoming competitions and College activities.

SARGODHIANS BRING HOME LAURELS
EXCELLENT BOARD RESULTS WITH TWO DISTINCTIONS IN MATRIC

49th Entry brought a great wave of excitement as all 75 of them achieved A+ grade with two getting
distinction in the Board. Syed Zeeshan Nasir (3665-M) stood first with 1080 marks (98.2%) and Faizan
Hassan (3636-R) clinched the third position with 1078 marks (98%) in Science Group in Sargodha Board.
They were awarded certificates and medals in the Prize Distribution Ceremony held at BISE, Sargodha on
15 July, 2019. Sohail Javed (3608-M) was third in Entry with 1077 (97.9%). The overall percentage of the
Entry was a highly commendable 94.9 %.
77 out of total of 79 pre-cadets of 50th Entry achieved A+ Grade in their SSC-Part 1 Board Exam with
a first class overall Entry percentage of 89.9 %. Zulshamalain (3696-R) stood first with 478 (96.6%) marks.
Abaidullah (3702-M) with 475 (96%) marks got the second position, and Ahmed Ali Khan (3686-M) and
Farhan (3745-M) with 474 (95.8%) shared the third position.

Syed Zeeshan Nasir receiving his Certiﬁcate
of Merit at Prize Distribution Ceremony held at BISE

AVM Qasim Masood Khan (R) awarding
Certiﬁcate of Merit to Faizan Hassan

The scholarly 47th Entry scored an enviable class percentage of 83.4% in their 2nd year exam. Waqas
Ahmed (3485-M) stood ﬁrst with 1017 (92.5%) marks to his credit. Sohaib Saqib (3478-M) was second with
1016 (92.4%) marks, and Ali Gohar (3499-Ad) was third with 1014 (92.2%) marks.
48th Entry too proved their mettle by achieving 83.1% overall percentage in their ﬁrst year
examination with 54 boys out of total 74 getting A+ Grade. Muhammad Faizan Ahmed (3533-R) topped his
entry with 486 (93.5%) marks to his credit and Ali Abbas (3525-I) stood second with 479 (92.1%) marks.
Abdullah Saad Ali (3556-I) and Adeel Bin Mohsin (3602-Ad) shared the third position securing 478 (91.9%)
marks. Well done Sargodhians!
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COL. AKMAL KHAN (RETD) ADDRESSES FACULTY
On 17 August, 2019, Col. Akmal Khan, SI (M), (Retd) had a talk with the College Faculty on
'Emotional Quotient and Happiness'. He is a well-versed and well reputed life-coach who possesses a rich
proﬁle with regards to human resource
development with special emphasis on
youth development. Since his retirement in
2014, he is supervising Rahnuma, an
eminent youth development institution. He
has been a faculty member of many
prestigious universities in Islamabad, and
he is a regular speaker on the subjects of
emotional intelligence, youth development
and disaster management.
In his talk, he said that none can be
an eﬀective leader without happiness which
certainly sprouts from sound E Q.
He beautifully linked the idea to Dr Allama
Muhammad Iqbal's concept of 'Mir-eCol. Akmal Khan (Retd) talking to Faculty
Karawan'. According to him a leader,
Mir-e-Karawan, has vision, eﬀective communication skills and empathy as ascribed by Allama Iqbal. He
explained four aspects of EQ, and elucidated the conceptual diﬀerence between self-esteem and selfactualization. According to him, latter is the most vital in awaking a person to the realization of serving the
others. AVM Qasim Masood Khan (R), Principal, presented the College Crest to Col. Akmal Khan (Retd)
before his departure.

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT
Mastering the skills of pedagogy is an ideal training for the future teachers. Hence, a team of
instructors from College of Education comprising Gp Capt Mirat-ul-Ain, OC CoE, Sqn Ldr Salamullah and
Flt Lt Jamshed Ahmad conducted the Education
Oﬃcers Basic Course from 29 July to 7 August,
2019. Eleven junior faculty members participated
in the course. The programme began with an
inspiring lecture on 'Emotional Intelligence' by Gp
Capt Mirat-ul-Ain. It covered the dimensions of
self-awareness, emotional control, selfmotivation and relationship building. Sqn Ldr
Salamullah and Flt Lt Jamshed Ahmed
contributed on Revised Bloom's Taxonomy,
lesson planning, exam questioning techniques
and the science of learning. The course proved an
excellent learning experience for the participants
and helped in honing their pedagogical skills and
Gp Capt Mirat-ul-Ain talking to Faculty
analogical reasoning.

CONGRATULATIONS!
The Principal, Oﬃcers, Staﬀ and Pre-cadets
extend heartiest felicitations to Wg Cdr Shahid Hafeez,
Head of Sciences, on his well- deserved promotion to the
present rank. Air Vice Marshal Qasim Masood Khan
(Retd), Principal, and Begum Wg Cdr M Shahid Hafeez
put on Wing Commander’s rank on his shoulders in a
brief ceremony in the Principal Oﬃce on 3 August, 2019.
Later, there was a tea party held in the Staﬀ Room.
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AVM Qasim Masood Khan (R)
& Begum Wg Cdr M Shahid Hafeez putting on ranks

MODEL UNITED NATIONS (MUN)
Five Pre-Cadets under the supervision of Flt Lt Allah Dino represented the College in MUN
Conference held in Lawrence College, Ghora Gali on 28 August, 2019. MUN (Model United Nations) is an
educational simulation in which students can learn about diplomacy, international relations, and the United
Nations. MUN teaches participants speaking, debating, and writing skills, in addition to critical thinking,
team work and leadership abilities. It is meant to engage students and allow them to develop deeper
understanding of current world issues. Five sessions of three hours were held during two days and various
current affairs and problems were discussed thoroughly. Ali Abbas (3525-I) was declared the best delegate
in PNA (Pakistan National Alliance). Ali Hamza (3540-R) and Abdullah Saad Ali (3556-I) were recognized
as outstanding delegates in UNSC (United Nations Security Council) and DISEC (Disarmament &
International Security Committee), respectively. Muhammad Bokhari (3687-M) got honorable mention in
SOCHUM (Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Committee). Overall, the Sargodhians were considered the
second best delegation. During their stay, they also enjoyed a bonfire and a musical night, and had a
chance to visit the Mall Road Murree as well.

Principal giving away Certiﬁcates to Ali Hamza, Ali Abbas, Abdullah Saad & Muhammad Bokhari
(Morning Assembly 26 September, 2019)

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES FOR CULTURE & ART (HRCA)
HRCA is an international organization working in Pakistan, America and Malaysia. It introduces
students to a wide range of competitions that fuel their imagination. 45 Pre-Cadets represented the
College in the Arts & Creative Writing Competition held in May, 2019. The theme was 'Forests'. In arts
category, Shahmeer Sikander (3555-A) won a cash prize. Muhammad Osama (3650-I), Hammad Ali
(3656-R) and Asghar Ghulam (3561-R) won gold medals. In Essay Writing, Hassan Malik (3624-Ad) and
Hamza Khan (3611-Y) were awarded bronze medals. AVM Qasim Masood Khan (R) , Principal, gave away
prizes to the worthy recipients in the Morning Assembly on 26 September, 2019.

Shahmeer Sikander, Asghar Ghulam, M Osama & Hassan Malik being awarded by Principal
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INTER HOUSE ENGLISH DECLAMATION & DEBATE CONTEST
The Annual Inter House Declamation and Debate Contest was held on 17 September, 2019.
Air Cdre Ali Naeem Zahoor, SBt, Base Commander PAF Base Mushaf, an old Sargodhian
(Pak No. 889439-Ad) from 94 GD (P) Course was the guest of honour on the occasion. The judges were
Dr Ijaz Asghar Bhatti, Chairman Deptt of English University of Sargodha, Prof Dr Hafiz Alam from University
of Sargodha and Ms Sadia Saeed from Beacon House School, Sargodha.
Every House was represented by one junior and one senior participant for the declamation and
debate contests, respectively. The third position among juniors was won by Bilal Zahid (3778-M), Anees-urRehman (3780-A) stood second, and the best junior speaker was Bassam Abid (3838-R). In senior
category, the topic for debate was “Spare the Rod and Spoil the Pre-Cadet”. Abdullah Khan (3616-AD) was
declared third, Ahmed Zia (3528-Y) won the second position and the senior debater of the year 2019-20
was Abdullah Nasrullah (3637-M). Declamation & Debate Trophy was lifted by the worthy Munirites. The
Chief Guest appreciated the standard of the contest, congratulated all the winners and gave away prizes to
the worthy recipients.

Air Cdre Ali Naeem Zahoor giving away prize to Bassam Abid

Abdullah Nasarullah being awarded by Air Cdre Ali Naeem Zahoor

TWO SARGODHIANS REPRESENT PAKISTAN IN SRI LANKA
Two Sargodhians, Hamid Nawaz (3604-Ad), College Head Boy and Ali Hamza (3540-R), Deputy
Head Boy along with 14 cadets from other Armed Forces' Cadet Colleges participated in Herman Loos
Championship Trophy Camp - 2019 in Sri
Lanka from 22 to 29 October, 2019. The
delegation visited historic places. They also
called on Major General M M S Perera,
Head of NCC. The Pakistani delegation
presented a cultural show at Colombo
Cultural Event. Ali Hamza (3540-R) had the
honour to deliver introductory speech on
behalf of the contingent. The Pakistani
delegation witnessed the parade and
annual award ceremony at NCC,
Pakistani Contingent grouped together on Cultural Show
Rantambe and were given NCC badges.

HORSE RIDING FOR SARGODHIANS
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Horse riding is not only fun but also teaches patience, empathy, compassion and self-control.
Hence, the College has arranged for its senior most, second year class, to have horse riding lessons at
PAF Base Mushaf Horse Riding Club. On every Sunday morning and alternate Saturdays, a batch of about
twenty second year class Pre-Cadets experiences horse riding under the supervision of Flg Oﬀ Raheel
Riaz, Oﬃcer In-charge Horse Riding.

SPORTS GALA AT COLLEGE
The College hosted a Sports Gala from 26 to 29 October, 2019. The guest teams from Cadet College
Hasan Abdal and Cadet College Petaro were
received warmly at their arrival on Saturday. Matches
began after a formal welcome and opening
ceremony. Wg Cdr Dr Pervaiz Akhtar (R), Ex Vice
Principal, was the Chief Guest on the occasion.
The teams competed against one another
playing two matches each in football, hockey,
basketball and cricket. The Sargodhians had the
credit of winning both matches in football. In
basketball, again we won both the matches.
However, in hockey we lost one match to Cadet
College Hasan Abdal, but we won against Cadet
Sargodhian & Abdalian Hockey Captains exchanging Emblems
College Petaro. Similarly in cricket, we lost to Cadet
College Hassan Abdal but won against Cadet College Petaro.
The best players and teams were given prizes in the closing ceremony held on the last day. Tayyab
of Cadet College Petaro was declared the best goal keeper in football. The best player of football was Iqbal
of Cadet College Hasan Abdal, and the best scorer was Bilal Khan (3535-Y). In basketball, Abdullah
(3545-Ad) was the top scorer. In hockey, the best player was Mohibullah, the best keeper was Hassan
Muqaddas, and Salahudin was the best scorer all belonging to Cadet College Hassan Abdal. In cricket, the
best batsman was Khushal from Cadet College Hassan Abdal, and the best bowler was Adil (3550-R). After

An interesting moment of Basketball match between
Sargodhians & Petarians

Sargodhian & Abdalian Hockey Teams

three days of exciting matches Sargodhians emerged overall Champions along with claiming Football and
Basketball trophies. Abdalians lifted Hockey Trophy, and they were overall runners up. Petarians won
Cricket Trophy. The gala was a wonderful and exciting event that provided the students from participating
institutions a good platform to strengthen bonds of friendship.

Wg Cdr Amjad Ali Khan awarding
Champions Trophy to Sargodhians

Wg Cdr Amjad Ali Khan awarding
Cricket Trophy to Petarians
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SARGODHIANS BRING LAURELS TO COLLEGE
This year, Sargodhians outshone all others and lifted the Best Team Trophies at the APDCs held at
Lawrence College Murree and Cadet College Hasan Abdal. Muaviyah Saleh (3609-Y) and Abdullah Khan
(3616-Ad) attained 3rd and 1st positions in Urdu and English declamation respectively, and overall 1st
position at All Pakistan Declamation Contest at Lawrence College Murree. Khuzaima Khalid (3647-I) and
Ibrahim Muzzamil (3527-M) achieved 2nd positions in English and Urdu respectively, and overall ﬁrst. Well
done Sargodhians!

AMV Qasim Masood Khan (R) awarding Khuzaima Khliad, Ibrahim Muzzamil, Muaviyah Saleh & Abdullah Khan
(Morning Assembly 6 Nov, 2019)
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The Inter House Senior Football
Championship was held from 2 to 12 September,
2019. After the hard and challenging league
matches, Yunus and Alam Houses made it to the
ﬁnal. The audience had a chance to witness an
excellent game as both the teams ﬁercely
countered moves of each other. Finally, Zohaib
(3730-Y) and Adnan (3666-Y) from Yunus scored
two successive goals. Obaid-ur-Rehman (3585-A)
from Alam hit a goal too, but Alamites failed to level.
Hence, the match ended 2-1 in favour of Yunusites.
The Best Scorer for the league was Obaid-urRehman (3585-A) with three goals to his credit. Air
Vice Marshal Qasim Masood Khan (R), Principal,
appreciated the teams and distributed the prizes
amongst the worthy recipients.

The Inter House Senior Hockey
Championship was held from 18 to 24 September,
2019. After a tough competition, Alauddin and
Raﬁqui Houses managed to reach the ﬁnal. The
ﬁnal proved a tough match as both teams tried
their best to claim the trophy. The ﬁrst goal of the
match was scored by Hamid (3604-Ad) which was
soon levelled by Imran Magsi (3592-R). No further
goal was scored and the match ended in a draw.
Later, it was decided on penalty strokes.
Alauddinians managed to convert one extra
penalty against Raﬁquians. Alauddinians lifted the
trophy and Raﬁquians were the runners up.
Husnain Tariq (3539-A) was the best scorer of the
tournament with seven goals to his credit. AVM
Qasim Masood Khan (R), Principal, appreciated
the quality of the game exhibited by both teams
and gave away prizes to the worthy recipients.

Proud winners of Football with Principal

Hamid (3604-Ad) in Action

OFFICERS GIVEN FAREWELL
The last few months had a tinge of sadness as the College saw ﬁve of its oﬃcers being posted out.
Three farewell dinners were held on diﬀerent dates to bid adieu to the outgoing oﬃcers.
On 7 July, 2019, a farewell dinner was held for Sqn Ldr Javed Iqbal, College Security Oﬃcer, on his
being posted out to PAF Base Masroor Security Wing and Flg Oﬀ Aftab Hussain, Urdu Teacher, on his
posting to PAF College Lower Topa.
On 21 August, 2019, Sqn Ldr Aamir Nawaz, College Counsellor, was bidden farewell on his posting
to College of Aviation Safety and Management, Masroor.
Another farewell dinner was arranged on the eve of 6 September, 2019 to bid adieu to Wg Cdr
Hasan Bugti, College Bursar, on his being posted out to PAF Base, Korangi Kreek and Sqn Ldr Sarfraz
Ahmad on his posting to AHQ Unit, Islamabad.

Sqn Ldr Javed Iqbal receiving College Crest from Principal

Sqn Ldr Hasan Bughti receiving College Crest from Principal

Air Vice Marshal (R) Qasim Masood Khan, Principal, appreciated performance and dedication of all
outgoing oﬃcers in their respective domains and wished them and their families a happy and prosperous
future. He also gave them souvenirs and the college crest to them all on their respective farewell
ceremonies.

Sqn Ldr Aamir Nawaz receiving College Crest from Principal

Sqn Ldr Sarfraz Ahmad receiving College Crest from Principal

KASHMIR SOLIDARITY DAY
If you don't stand for something you'll fall for everything.

On 27 September, 2019, the College held a spirited
but peaceful rally with active participation of teachers and
students to express solidarity with the people of Kashmir
against Indian brutalities and unlawful occupation of
Kashmir. The faculty and students chanted slogans in
favour of Kashmiris, moreover appropriate relevant
banners were prepared and hoisted during protest. Later,
the pre-cadets delivered some ﬁery speeches, performed
a tableau and sang national songs to express their
sentiments for the Kashmiri brothers.

Principal & Senior Faculty Members leading Rally
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Sqn Ldr Arif Mubeen, HoD Maths, attended a four day long workshop on 'Problem Solving and Decision
Making Skills at Air University Islamabad from 26-29 August, 2019.
Four faculty members namely Sqn Ldr Najamuddin, Sqn Ldr Tahir Sarfraz, Sqn Ldr Amjad Ali Toor and
Flt Lt Abdur Rehman performed Hajj this year. Heartiest Congrats!
The College warmly welcome Sqn Ldr Amjad Ali Toor and Sqn Ldr Mohsin Usman Khan on joining as
College Counselor and Mess Manager, respectively.
Flt Lt Amber Razzaq, Flt Lt Fatima Sahar and Flg Oﬀ Abdur Rehman took charge of Arts Club, Music
Club and Woodworks Club respectively from 19 September, 2019.
Flt Lt Fatima Sahar joined the College Urdu Deptt on 17 June, 2019. The College heartily welcome her
and congratulates her on her promotion that she got few days after joining here.
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